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A: There's no way to know this without us knowing your post is
a not-malicious reply to a comment. If you're getting spam,
that's not an indication of anything, not a single thing. Being a
spammer doesn't make you either intelligent or malicious, just
stupid, and it doesn't make someone who is part of the site
stop participating. If you're getting comment spam on the
main site, even though you're one of the Mods, what we can
only suggest is either: Report it as such, in a separate thread
where it belongs. We can't, and won't, regulate any of your
activity in the context of your main account; and you've not
shown us enough evidence to take a closer look. Continue to
post as you are doing, but try to be more careful with entering
short, almost-meaningless comments (which one of my posts
is getting through as at time of writing) If you see someone
else with a similar account reporting a comment as spam and
that action is being followed with an attack on the account
(deletion of the account, blacklisting of the comment author,
etc), then that's not on the main site, it's on the comments-
only network meta. If you're getting a lot of comment spam
and most of it is mod-rejected or flagged, that's an indication
that you have a large body of users who are just terrible at
commenting. The last possibility is if you're getting a lot of
comment spam and it's mod-rejected or flagged but, for
whatever reason, you're still an active user on the site. We, or
another system, will clean those up and then you'll get a
suspension if we find the clue that you're actually a spammer.
If you're getting comment spam that is not mod-rejected or
flagged but you have a pending suspension, that's a clue that
you're a spammer and that you'll get your suspension lifted
and a warning if you show some remorse. If you're getting
comment spam that is not mod-rejected or flagged and you
don't have a pending suspension, nothing more than that can
be done for now. If you're getting comment spam on meta (or
on Meta Stack Exchange), that's a bad sign. We get many
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spam/neo-spam attempts, and the problem is: How do we deal
with them? If they're spam, they're spam
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